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Abstract
We present many new results related to reliable (interactive) communication over insertion-
deletion channels. Synchronization errors, such as insertions and deletions, strictly generalize
the usual symbol corruption errors and are much harder to protect against.
We show how to hide the complications of synchronization errors in many applications by
introducing very general channel simulations which efficiently transform an insertion-deletion
channel into a regular symbol corruption channel with an error rate larger by a constant factor
and a slightly smaller alphabet. We utilize and generalize synchronization string based methods
which were recently introduced as a tool to design essentially optimal error correcting codes
for insertion-deletion channels. Our channel simulations depend on the fact that, at the cost
of increasing the error rate by a constant factor, synchronization strings can be decoded in
a streaming manner that preserves linearity of time. Interestingly, we provide a lower bound
showing that this constant factor cannot be improved to 1+ε, in contrast to what is achievable for
error correcting codes. Our channel simulations drastically and cleanly generalize the applicability
of synchronization strings.
We provide new interactive coding schemes which simulate any interactive two-party protocol
over an insertion-deletion channel. Our results improve over the interactive coding schemes
of Braverman et al. [TransInf ‘17] and Sherstov and Wu [FOCS ‘17] which achieve a small
constant rate and require exponential time computations with respect to computational and
communication complexities. We provide the first computationally efficient interactive coding
schemes for synchronization errors, the first coding scheme with a rate approaching one for small
noise rates, and also the first coding scheme that works over arbitrarily small alphabet sizes. We
also show tight connections between synchronization strings and edit-distance tree codes which
allow us to transfer results from tree codes directly to edit-distance tree codes.
Finally, using on our channel simulations, we provide an explicit low-rate binary insertion-
deletion code that improves over the state-of-the-art codes by Guruswami and Wang [TransInf
‘17] in terms of rate-distance trade-off.
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1 Introduction
Communication in the presence of synchronization errors, which include both insertions and
deletions, is a fundamental problem of practical importance which eluded a strong theoretical
foundation for decades. This remained true even while communication in the presence
of half-errors, which consist of symbol corruptions and erasures, has been the subject of
an extensive body of research with many groundbreaking results. Synchronization errors
are strictly more general than half-errors, and thus synchronization errors pose additional
challenges for robust communication.
In this work, we show that one-way and interactive communication in the presence of
synchronization errors can be reduced to the problem of communication in the presence
of half-errors. We present a series of efficient channel simulations which allow two parties
to communicate over a channel afflicted by synchronization errors as though they were
communicating over a half-error channel with only a slightly larger error rate. This allows us
to leverage existing coding schemes for robust communication over half-error channels in
order to derive strong coding schemes resilient to synchronization errors.
One of the primary tools we use are synchronization strings, which were recently introduced
by Haeupler and Shahrasbi in order to design essentially optimal error correcting codes
(ECCs) robust to synchronization errors [19]. For every ε > 0, synchronization strings allow
a sender to index a sequence of messages with an alphabet of size ε−O(1) in such a way that k
synchronization errors are efficiently transformed into (1 + ε)k half-errors for the purpose of
designing ECCs. Haeupler and Shahrasbi provide a black-box construction which transforms
any ECC into an equally efficient ECC robust to synchronization errors. However, channel
simulations and interactive coding in the presence of synchronization errors present a host of
additional challenges that cannot be solved by the application of an ECC. Before we describe
our results and techniques in detail, we begin with an overview of the well-known interactive
communication model.
Interactive communication. Throughout this work, we study a scenario where there are
two communicating parties, whom we call Alice and Bob. The two begin with some input
symbols and wish to compute a function of their input by having a conversation. Their
goal is to succeed with high probability while communicating as few symbols as possible. In
particular, if their conversation would consist of n symbols in the noise-free setting, then
they would like to converse for at most αn symbols, for some small α, when in the presence
of noise. One might hope that Alice and Bob could correspond using error-correcting codes.
However, this approach would lead to poor performance because if a party incorrectly decodes
a single message, then the remaining communication is rendered useless. Therefore, only a
very small amount of noise could be tolerated, namely less than the amount to corrupt a
single message.
There are three major aspects of coding schemes for interactive communication that
have been extensively studied in the literature. The first is the coding scheme’s maximum
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tolerable error-fraction or, in other words, the largest fraction of errors for which the
coding scheme can successfully simulate any given error-free protocol. Another important
quality of coding schemes for interactive communication, as with one-way communication, is
communication rate, i.e., the amount of communication overhead in terms of the error
fraction. Finally, the efficiency of interactive coding schemes have been of concern in the
previous work.
Schulman initiated the study of error-resilient interactive communication, showing how
to convert an arbitrary two-party interactive protocol to one that is robust to a δ = 1/240
fraction of adversarial errors with a constant communication overhead [22, 23]. Braverman
and Rao increased the bound on the tolerable adversarial error rate to δ < 1/4, also with a
constant communication overhead [9]. Brakerski et al. [2] designed the first efficient coding
scheme resilient to a constant fraction of adversarial errors with constant communication
overhead. The above-mentioned schemes achieve a constant overhead no matter the level
of noise. Kol and Raz were the first to study the trade-off between error fraction and
communication rate [21]. Haeupler then provided a coding scheme with a communication
rate of 1 − O(
√
δ log log(1/δ)) over an adversarial channel [17]. Further prior work has
studied coding for interactive communication focusing on communication efficiency and noise
resilience [18, 7, 14] as well as computational efficiency [4, 3, 2, 12, 13, 14]. Other works have
studied variations of the interactive communication problem [15, 11, 10, 1, 5].
The main challenge that synchronization errors pose is that they may cause the parties to
become “out of sync.” For example, suppose the adversary deletes a message from Alice and
inserts a message back to her. Neither party will know that Bob is a message behind, and if
this corruption remains undetected, the rest of the communication will be useless. In most
state-of-the-art interactive coding schemes for symbol corruptions, the parties communicate
normally for a fixed number of rounds and then send back and forth a series of checks to detect
any symbol corruptions that may have occurred. One might hope that a synchronization error
could be detected during these checks, but the parties may be out of sync while performing
the checks, thus rendering them useless as well. Therefore, synchronization errors require us
to develop new techniques.
Very little is known regarding coding for interactive communication in the presence of
synchronization errors. A 2016 coding scheme by Braverman et al. [8], which can be seen
as the equivalent of Schulman’s seminal result, achieves a small constant communication
rate while being robust against a 1/18− ε fraction of errors. The coding scheme relies on
edit-distance tree codes, which are a careful adaptation of Schulman’s original tree codes [23]
for edit distance, so the decoding operations are not efficient and require exponential time
computations. A recent work by Sherstov and Wu [25] closed the gap for maximum tolerable
error fraction by introducing a coding scheme that is robust against 1/6− ε fraction of errors
which is the highest possible fraction of insertions and deletions under which any coding
scheme for interactive communication can work. Both Braverman et al. [8] and Sherstov and
Wu [25] schemes are of constant communication rate, over large enough constant alphabets,
and inefficient. In this work we address the next natural questions which, as arose with
ordinary corruption interactive communication, are on finding interactive coding schemes
that are computationally efficient or achieve super-constant communication efficiency.
Our results. We present very general channel simulations which allow two parties com-
municating over an insertion-deletion channel to follow any protocol designed for a regular
symbol corruption channel. The fraction of errors on the simulated symbol corruption channel
is only slightly larger than that on the insertion-deletion channel. Our channel simulations
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are made possible by synchronization strings. Crucially, at the cost of increasing the error
rate by a constant factor, synchronization strings can be decoded in a streaming manner
which preserves linearity of time. Note that the similar technique is used in Haeupler and
Shahrasbi [19] to transform synchronization errors into ordinary symbol corruptions as a
stepping-stone to obtain insertion-deletion codes from ordinary error correcting codes in a
black-box fashion. However, in the context of error correcting codes, there is no requirement
for this transformation to happen in real time. In other words, in the study of insertion-
deletion codes by Haeupler and Shahrasbi [19], the entire message transmission is done and
then the receiving party uses the entire message to transform the synchronization errors into
symbol corruptions. In the channel simulation problem, this transformation is required to
happen on the fly. Interestingly, we have found out that in the harder problem of channel
simulation, the factor by which the number of synchronization errors increase by being
transformed into corruption errors cannot be improved to 1 + o(1), in contrast to what is
achievable for error correcting codes. This work exhibits the widespread applicability of
synchronization strings and opens up several new use cases, such as coding for interactive
communication over insertion-deletion channels. Namely, using synchronization strings, we
provide techniques to obtain the following simulations of corruption channels over given
insertion-deletion channels with binary and large constant alphabet sizes.
I Theorem 1 (Informal Statement).
(a) Suppose that n rounds of a one-way/interactive insertion-deletion channel over an alpha-
bet Σ with a δ fraction of insertions and deletions are given. Using an ε-synchronization
string over an alphabet Σsyn, it is possible to simulate n (1−Oε(δ)) rounds of a one-
way/interactive corruption channel over Σsim with at most Oε (nδ) symbols corrupted so
long as |Σsim| × |Σsyn| ≤ |Σ|.
(b) Suppose that n rounds of a binary one-way/interactive insertion-deletion channel with
a δ fraction of insertions and deletions are given. It is possible to simulate n(1 −
Θ(
√
δ log(1/δ))) rounds of a binary one-way/interactive corruption channel with
Θ(
√
δ log(1/δ)) fraction of corruption errors between two parties over the given channel.
Based on the channel simulations presented above, we present novel interactive coding
schemes which simulate any interactive two-party protocol over an insertion-deletion channel.
We use our large alphabet interactive channel simulation along with constant-rate efficient
coding scheme of Ghaffari and Haeupler [14] for interactive communication over corruption
channels to obtain a coding scheme for insertion-deletion channels that is efficient, has a
constant communication rate, and tolerates up to 1/44 − ε fraction of errors. Note that
despite the fact that this coding scheme fails to protect against the optimal 1/6−ε fraction of
synchronization errors as the recent work by Sherstov and Wu [25] does, it is an improvement
over all previous work in terms of computational efficiency as it is the first efficient coding
scheme for interactive communication over insertion-deletion channels.
I Theorem 2. For any constant ε > 0 and n-round alternating protocol Π, there is an
efficient randomized coding scheme simulating Π in presence of δ = 1/44 − ε fraction of
edit-corruptions with constant rate (i.e., in O(n) rounds) and in O(n5) time that works with
probability 1− 2Θ(n). This scheme requires the alphabet size to be a large enough constant
Ωε(1).
Next, we use our small alphabet channel simulation and the corruption channel interactive
coding scheme of Haeupler [17] to introduce an interactive coding scheme for insertion-deletion
channels. This scheme is not only computationally efficient, but also the first with super
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constant communication rate. In other words, this is the first coding scheme for interactive
communication over insertion-deletion channels whose rate approaches one as the error
fraction drops to zero. Our computationally efficient interactive coding scheme achieves a
near-optimal communication rate of 1−O(
√
δ log(1/δ)) and tolerates a δ fraction of errors.
Besides computational efficiency and near-optimal communication rate, this coding scheme
improves over all previous work in terms of alphabet size. As opposed to coding schemes
provided by the previous work[8, 25], our scheme does not require a large enough constant
alphabet and works even for binary alphabets.
I Theorem 3. For sufficiently small δ, there is an efficient interactive coding scheme for
fully adversarial binary insertion-deletion channels which is robust against δ fraction of
edit-corruptions, achieves a communication rate of 1 − Θ(
√
δ log(1/δ)), and works with
probability 1− 2−Θ(nδ).
We also utilize the channel simulations in one-way settings to provide efficient binary
insertion-deletion codes correcting δ-fraction of synchronization errors–for δ smaller than
some constant–with a rate of 1 − Θ(
√
δ log(1/δ)). This is an improvement in terms of
rate-distance trade-off over the state-of-the-art low-rate binary insertion-deletion codes by




Finally, we introduce a slightly improved definition of edit-distance tree codes, a general-
ization of Schulman’s original tree codes defined by Braverman et al. [8]. We show that under
our revised definition, edit-distance tree codes are closely related to synchronization strings.
For example, edit-distance tree codes can be constructed by merging a regular tree code and
a synchronization string. This transfers, for example, Braverman’s sub-exponential time tree
code construction [6] and the candidate construction of Schulman [24] from tree codes to
edit-distance tree codes. Lastly, as a side note, we will show that with the improved definition,
the coding scheme of Braverman et al. [8] can tolerate 1/10− ε fraction of synchronization
errors rather than 1/18− ε fraction that the scheme based on their original definition did.
This improved definition is independently observed by Sherstov and Wu [25].
1.1 Definitions and preliminaries
In this section, we define the channel models and communication settings considered in this
work. We also provide notation and define synchronization strings.
Error model and communication channels. In this work, we study two types of channels,
which we call corruption channels and insertion-deletion channels. In the corruption channel
model, two parties communicate with an alphabet Σ, and if one party sends a message c ∈ Σ
to the other party, then the other party will receive a message c̃ ∈ Σ, but it may not be the
case that c = c̃.
In the one-way communication setting over an insertion-deletion channel, messages to the
listening party may be inserted, and messages sent by the sending party may be deleted. The
two-way channel requires a more careful setup. We emphasize that we cannot hope to protect
against arbitrary insertions and deletions in the two-way setting because in the message-
driven model, a single deletion could cause the protocol execution to “hang.” Therefore,
following the standard model of Braverman et al.’s work [8] that is employed in all other
previous works on this problem [25], we restrict our attention to edit corruptions, which
consist of a single deletion followed by a single insertion, which may be aimed at either party.
Braverman et al. [8] provide a detailed discussion on their model and show that it is strong
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enough to generalize other natural models one might consider, including models that utilize
clock time-outs to overcome the stalling issue.
In both the one- and two-way communication settings, we study adversarial channels
with error rate δ. Our coding schemes are robust in both the fully adversarial and the
oblivious adversary models.
Interactive and one-way communication protocols. In an interactive protocol Π over a
channel with an alphabet Σ, Alice and Bob begin with two inputs from Σ∗ and then engage
in n rounds of communication. In a single round, each party either listens for a message
or sends a message, where this choice and the message, if one is generated, depends on
the party’s state, its input, and the history of the communication thus far. After the n
rounds, the parties produce an output. We study alternating protocols, where each party
sends a message every other round and listens for a message every other round. In this
message-driven paradigm, a party “sleeps” until a new message comes, at which point the
party performs a computation and sends a message to the other party. In the presence of
noise, we say that a protocol Π′ robustly simulates a deterministic protocol Π over a channel
C if given any inputs for Π, the parties can decode the transcript of the execution of Π on
those inputs over a noise-free channel from the transcript of the execution of Π′ over C.
Finally, we also study one-way communication, where one party sends all messages and
the other party listens. Coding schemes in this setting are known as error-correcting codes.
Synchronization Strings. In short, synchronization strings [19] allow communicating parties
to protect against synchronization errors by indexing their messages without blowing up
the communication rate. We describe this technique by introducing two intermediaries, CA
and CB, that conduct the communication over the given insertion-deletion channel. CA
receives all symbols that Alice wishes to send to Bob, CA sends the symbols to CB, and
CB communicates the symbols to Bob. CA and CB handle the synchronization strings and
all the extra work that is involved in keeping Alice and Bob in sync by guessing the actual
index of symbols received by CB . In this way, Alice and Bob communicate via CA and CB
as though they were communicating over a half-error channel.
Unfortunately, trivially attaching the indices 1, 2, . . . , n to each message will not allow us
to maintain a near optimal communication rate. If CA attaches an index to each of Alice’s
messages, it would increase the size of Σ by a factor of n and the rate would increase by a factor
of 1/ logn, which is far from optimal. Synchronization strings allow the communicating
parties to index their messages using an alphabet size that is independent of the total
communication length n.
Suppose that with each of Alice’s n messages, CA sends an encoding of her index using a
symbol from Σ. Let S be a “synchronization string” consisting of all n encoded indices sent
by CA. Further, suppose that the adversary injects a total of nδ insertions and deletions,
thus transforming the string S to the string Sτ . Let some element of S like S[i] pass through
the channel without being deleted by the adversary and arrive as Sτ [j]. We call Sτ [j] a
successfully transmitted symbol.
We assume that CA and CB know the string S a priori. The intermediary CB will receive
a set of transmitted indices Sτ [1], . . . , Sτ [n]. Upon receipt of the jth transmitted index, CB
guesses the actual index of the received symbol when sent by CA. We call the algorithm
that CB runs to determine this an (n, δ)-indexing algorithm. The algorithm can also return
a symbol > which represents an “I don’t know” response. Any successfully transmitted
symbols that is decoded incorrectly is called a misdecoding. The number of misdecodings that
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an (n, δ)-indexing algorithm might produced is used as a measure to valuate its quality. An
indexing algorithm is streaming if its guess for a received symbol only depends on previously
arrived symbols.
Haeupler and Shahrasbi [19] defined a family of synchronization strings that admit an
(n, δ)-indexing algorithm with strong performance.
I Definition 4 (ε-Synchronization String). A string S ∈ Σn is an ε-synchronization string if
for every 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n+ 1 we have that ED (S[i, j), S[j, k)) > (1− ε)(k − i).
Haeupler and Shahrasbi [19, 20] prove the existence and provide several fast constructions
for ε-synchronization strings and provide a streaming (n, δ)-indexing algorithm that returns
a solution with ci1−ε +
cdε
1−ε misdecodings. The algorithm runs in time O(n
5), spending O(n4)
on each received symbol.
2 Channel Simulations
In this section, we show how ε-synchronization strings can be used as a powerful tool to
simulate corruption channels over insertion-deletion channels. In Section 3, we use these
simulations to introduce coding schemes resilient to insertion-deletion errors.
2.1 One-way channel simulation over a large alphabet
Assume that Alice and Bob have access to n rounds of communication over a one-way insertion-
deletion channel where the adversary is allowed to insert or delete up to nδ symbols. In this
situation, we formally define a corruption channel simulation over the given insertion-deletion
channel as follows:
I Definition 5 (Corruption Channel Simulation). Let Alice and Bob have access to n rounds of
communication over a one-way insertion-deletion channel with the alphabet Σ. The adversary
may insert or delete up to nδ symbols. Intermediaries CA and CB simulate n′ rounds of a
corruption channel with alphabet Σsim over the given channel as follows. First, the adversary
can insert a number of symbols into the insertion-deletion channel between CA and CB.
Then for n′ rounds i = 1, . . . , n′, the following procedure repeats:
1. Alice gives Xi ∈ Σsim to CA.
2. Upon receiving Xi from Alice, CA wakes up and sends a number of symbols (possibly
zero) from the alphabet Σ to CB through the given insertion-deletion channel. The
adversary can delete any of these symbols or insert symbols before, among, or after them.
3. Upon receiving symbols from the channel, CB wakes up and reveals a number of symbols
(possibly zero) from the alphabet Σsim to Bob. We say all such symbols are triggered by
Xi.
Throughout this procedure, the adversary can insert or delete up to nδ symbols. However,
CB is required to reveal exactly n′ symbols to Bob regardless of the adversary’s actions. Let
X̃1, · · · , X̃n′ ∈ Σsim be the symbols revealed to Bob by CB. This procedure successfully
simulates n′ rounds of a corruption channel with a δ′ fraction of errors if for all but n′δ′
elements i of the set {1, . . . , n′}, the following conditions hold: 1) X̃i = Xi; and 2) X̃i is
triggered by Xi.
When X̃i = Xi and X̃i is triggered by Xi, we call X̃i an uncorrupted symbol. The second
condition, that X̃i is triggered by Xi, is crucial to preserving linearity of time, which is the
fundamental quality that distinguishes channel simulations from channel codings. It forces
CA to communicate each symbol to Alice as soon as it arrives. Studying channel simulations
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satisfying this condition is especially important in situations where Bob’s messages depends
on Alice’s, and vice versa.
Conditions (1) and (2) also require that CB conveys at most one uncorrupted symbol
each time he wakes up. As the adversary may delete nδ symbols from the insertion-deletion
channel, CB will wake up at most n(1− δ) times. Therefore, we cannot hope for a corruption
channel simulation where Bob receives more than n(1 − δ) uncorrupted symbols. In the
following theorem, we prove something slightly stronger: no deterministic one-way channel
simulation can guarantee that Bob receives more than n(1− 4δ/3) uncorrupted symbols and
if the simulation is randomized, the expected number of uncorrupted transmitted symbols is
at most n(1− 7δ/6). This puts channel simulation in contrast to channel coding as one can
recover 1− δ − ε fraction of symbols there (as shown in [19]).
I Theorem 6. Assume that n uses of a one-way insertion-deletion channel over an arbit-
rarily large alphabet Σ with a δ fraction of insertions and deletions are given. There is no
deterministic simulation of a corruption channel over any alphabet Σsim where the simulated
channel guarantees more than n (1− 4δ/3) uncorrupted transmitted symbols. If the simulation
is randomized, the expected number of uncorrupted transmitted symbols is at most n(1−7δ/6).
We now provide a channel simulation using ε-synchronization strings. Every time CA
receives a symbol from Alice (from an alphabet Σsim), CA appends a new symbol from a
predetermined ε-synchronization string over an alphabet Σsyn to Alice’s symbol and sends
it as one message through the channel. On the other side of channel, suppose that CB has
already revealed some number of symbols to Bob. Let IB be the index of the next symbol CB
expects to receive. Upon receiving a new symbol from CA, CB uses the part of the message
coming from the synchronization string to guess the index of the message Alice sent. We will
refer to this decoded index as ĨA and its actual index as IA. If ĨA < IB, then CB reveals
nothing to Bob and ignores the message he just received. Meanwhile, if ĨA = IB , then CB
reveals Alice’s message to Bob. Finally, if ĨA > IB , then CB sends a dummy symbol to Bob
and then sends Alice’s message.Theorem 7 details the simulation guarantees.
I Theorem 7. Assume that n uses of a one-way insertion-deletion channel over an alphabet Σ
with a δ fraction of insertions and deletions are given. Using an ε-synchronization string over
an alphabet Σsyn, it is possible to simulate n(1− δ) rounds of a one-way corruption channel
over Σsim with at most 2nδ(2 + (1− ε)−1) symbols corrupted so long as |Σsim| × |Σsyn| ≤ |Σ|
and δ < 1/7.
2.2 Interactive channel simulation over a large alphabet
We now turn to channel simulations for interactive channels. As in Section 2.1, we formally
define a corruption interactive channel simulation over a given insertion-deletion interactive
channel. We then use synchronization strings to present one such simulation.
I Definition 8 (Corruption Interactive Channel Simulation). Let Alice and Bob have access
to n rounds of communication over an interactive insertion-deletion channel with alphabet
Σ. The adversary may insert or delete up to nδ symbols. The intermediaries CA and CB
simulate n′ rounds of a corruption interactive channel with alphabet Σsim over the given
channel as follows. The communication starts when Alice gives a symbol from Σsim to CA.
Then Alice, Bob, CA, and CB continue the communication as follows:
1. Whenever CA receives a symbol from Alice or CB , he either reveals a symbol from Σsim
to Alice or sends a symbol from Σ through the insertion-deletion channel to CB .
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2. Whenever CB receives a symbol from Bob or CA, he either reveals a symbol from Σsim
to Bob or send a symbols from Σ through the insertion-deletion channel to CA.
3. Whenever CB reveals a symbol to Bob, Bob responds with a new symbol from Σsim.




Throughout this procedure, the adversary can inject up to nδ edit corruptions. However,
regardless of the adversary’s actions, CA and CB have to reveal exactly n′/2 symbols to
Alice and Bob respectively.
Let X1, . . . , Xn′ be the symbols Alice gives to CA and X̃1, . . . , X̃n′ ∈ Σsim be the
symbols CB reveals to Bob. Similarly, Let Y1, . . . , Yn′ be the symbols Bob gives to CB
and Ỹ1, . . . , Ỹn′ ∈ Σsim be the symbols CA reveals to Alice. We call each pair of tuples
(Xi, X̃i) and (Yi, Ỹi) a round of the simulated communication. We call a round corrupted if
its elements are not equal. This procedure successfully simulates n′ rounds of a corruption
interactive channel with a δ′ fraction of errors if for all but n′δ′ of the rounds are corrupted.
The protocol and analysis in this large alphabet setting are similar to the harder case
where the alphabet is binary. We cover interactive communication for the binary setting in
the next section.
I Theorem 9. Assume that n uses of an interactive insertion-deletion channel over an
alphabet Σ with a δ fraction of insertions and deletions are given. Using an ε-synchronization
string over an alphabet Σsyn, it is possible to simulate n − 2nδ(1 + (1 − ε)−1) uses of an
interactive corruption channel over Σsim with at most a 2δ(5−3ε)1−ε+2εδ−4δ fraction of symbols
corrupted so long as |Σsim| × |Σsyn| ≤ |Σ| and δ < 1/14.
2.3 Binary interactive channel simulation
We now show that with the help of synchronization strings, a binary interactive insertion-
deletion channel can be used to simulate a binary interactive corruption channel, inducing a
Õ(
√
δ) fraction of bit-flips. In this way, the two communicating parties may interact as though
they are communicating over a corruption channel. They therefore can employ corruption
channel coding schemes while using the simulator as a black box means of converting the
insertion-deletion channel to a corruption channel.
The key difference between this simulation and the one-way, large alphabet simulation is
that Alice and Bob communicate through CA and CB for blocks of r rounds, between which
CA and CB check if they are in sync. Due to errors, there may be times when Alice and Bob
are in disagreement about which block, and what part of the block, they are in. CA and CB
ensure that Alice and Bob are in sync most of the time.
When Alice sends CA a message from a new block of communication, CA holds that
message and alerts CB that a new block is beginning. CA does this by sending CB a header
that is a string consisting of a single one followed by s− 1 zeros (10s−1). Then, CA indicates
which block Alice is about to start by sending a synchronization symbol to CB . Meanwhile,
when CB receives a 10s−1 string, he listens for the synchronization symbol, makes his best
guess about which block Alice is in, and then communicates with Bob and CA accordingly.
This might entail sending dummy blocks to Bob or CA if he believes that they are in different
blocks. To describe the guarantee that our simulation provides, we first define block corruption
channels.
I Definition 10 (Block Corruption Channel). An n-round adversarial corruption channel is
called a (δ, r)-block corruption channel if the adversary is restricted to corrupt nδ symbols
which are covered by nδ/r blocks of r consecutively transmitted symbols.
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I Theorem 11. Suppose that n rounds of a binary interactive insertion-deletion channel
with a δ fraction of insertions and deletions are given. For sufficiently small δ, it is
possible to deterministically simulate n(1−Θ(
√





(1/δ) log(1/δ))-block corruption channel between two parties, Alice and
Bob, assuming that all substrings of form 10s−1 where s = c log(1/δ) that Alice sends can be
covered by nδ intervals of
√
(1/δ) log(1/δ) consecutive rounds. The simulation is performed
efficiently if the synchronization string is efficient.
Proof Sketch. Suppose Alice and Bob communicate via intermediaries CA and CB who
act according to the algorithm described above. In total, Alice and Bob will attempt
to communicate ns bits to one another over the simulated channel, while CA and CB
communicate a total of n bits to one another. The adversary is allowed to insert or delete up
to nδ symbols and CA sends n/2 bits, so CB may receive between n/2− nδ and n/2 + nδ




(1/δ) log(1/δ), we define a chunk to be rc := (s + |Σsyn| + r/2) consecutive
bits that are sent by CA to CB. In particular, a chunk corresponds to a section header
and synchronization symbol followed by r/2 rounds of messages sent from Alice. As CB
cares about the first n(1− 2δ)/2 bits it receives, there are n(1−2δ)2rc chunks in total. Hence,
ns = n(1−2δ)2rc · r since CB and CA’s communication is alternating.
Note that if Alice sends a substring of form 10s−1 in the information part of a chunk,
then Bob mistakenly detects a new block. With this in mind, we say a chunk is good if:
1. No errors are injected in the chunk or affecting CB ’s detection of the chunk’s header,
2. CB correctly decodes the index that CA sends during the chunk, and
3. CA does not send a 10s−1 substring in the information portion of the chunk.
If a chunk is not good, we call it bad. If the chunk is bad because CB does not decode
CA’s index correctly even though they were in sync and no errors were injected, then we call
it decoding-bad. If it is bad because Alice sends a 10s−1 substring, we call it zero-bad and
otherwise, we call it error-bad. Throughout the protocol, CB uses the variable IB to denote
the next index of the synchronization string CB expects to receive and we use IA to denote
the index of the synchronization string CA most recently sent. Notice that if a chunk is good
and IA = IB , then all messages are correctly conveyed.
We now bound the maximum number of bad chunks that occur over the course of the
simulation. Suppose the adversary injects errors into the ith chunk, making that chunk bad.
The (i + 1)th chunk may also be bad, since Bob may not be listening for 10s−1 from CA
when CA sends them, and therefore may miss the block header. However, if the adversary
does not inject any errors into the (i + 1)th and the (i + 2)th chunk, then the (i + 2)th
chunk will be good. In effect, a single error may render at most two chunks useless. Since
the adversary may inject nδ errors into the insertion-deletion channel, this means that the
number of chunks that are error-bad is at most 2nδ. Additionally, by assumption, the number
of zero-bad chunks is also at most nδ.
We also must consider the fraction of rounds that are decoding-bad. In order to do this,
we appeal to Theorem 6.24 from [19], which guarantees that if an ε-synchronization string
of length N is sent over an insertion-deletion channel with a δ′ fraction of insertions and
deletions, then the receiver will decode the index of the received symbol correctly for all but
2Nδ′/(1− ε) symbols. In this context, N is the number of chunks, i.e. N = n(1− 2δ)/(2rc),
and the fraction of chunks corrupted by errors is δ′ = 4nδ/N . Therefore, the total number
of bad chunks is at most 4δn+ 2Nδ′/(1− ε) = 4δn(3− ε)/(1− ε).
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In the rest of the proof, which is available in the extended version of this paper, we show
that all but 12 3−ε1−ε · δn chunks are good chunks and have IA = IB upon their arrival on








channel. For the asymptotically optimal choice of r =
√
(1/δ) log(1/δ), we derive the
simulation described in the theorem statement. J
The simulation stated in Theorem 11 burdens an additional condition on Alice’s stream of
bits by requiring it to have a limited number of substrings of form 10s−1. We now introduce
a high probability technique to modify a general interactive communication protocol in a




I Lemma 12. Assume that n rounds of a binary interactive insertion-deletion channel with
an oblivious adversary who is allowed to inject nδ errors are given. There is a pre-coding
scheme that can be utilized on top of the simulation introduced in Theorem 11. It modifies the
stream of bits sent by Alice so that with probability 1− e− c−32 nδ log 1δ (1+o(1)), all substrings of
form 10s−1 where s = c log(1/δ) in the stream of bits Alice sends over the simulated channel
can be covered by nδ intervals of length r =
√
(1/δ) log(1/δ). This pre-coding scheme comes
at the cost of a Θ(
√
δ log(1/δ)) fraction of the bits Alice sends through the simulated channel.
Proof sketch. In the simulation process, each r/2 consecutive bits Alice sends forms one of
the chunks CA sends to CB alongside some headers. The idea of this pre-coding scheme is
simple. Alice uses the first s/2 data bits (and not the header) of each chunk to share s/2
randomly generated bits with Bob (instead of running the interactive protocol) and then
both of them extract a string S′ of r/2 (s/2)-wise independent random variables. Then,
Alice XORs the rest of data bits she passes to CA with S′ and Bob XORs those bits with S′
again to retrieve the original data. In the extended version, we show that this pre-coding
scheme guarantees the requirements mentioned in the theorem statement. J
Applying this pre-coding for c ≥ 3 on top of the simulation from Theorem 11 implies the
following.
I Theorem 13. Suppose that n rounds of a binary interactive insertion-deletion channel
with a δ fraction of insertions and deletions performed by an oblivious adversary are given.
For sufficiently small δ, it is possible to simulate n(1−Θ(
√





(1/δ) log 1/δ)-block corruption channel between two parties
over the given channel. The simulation works with probability 1− exp(−Θ(nδ log(1/δ))) and
is efficient if the synchronization string is efficient.
I Lemma 14. Suppose that n rounds of a binary, interactive, fully adversarial insertion-
deletion channel with a δ fraction of insertions and deletions are given. The pre-coding
scheme proposed in Lemma 12 ensures that the stream of bits sent by Alice contains fewer than
nδ substrings of form 10s−1 for s = c log(1/δ) and c > 5 with probability 1− e−Θ(nδ log(1/δ)).
Theorem 11 and Lemma 14 allow us to conclude that one can perform the simulation
stated in Theorem 11 over any interactive protocol with high probability. Note that one
can trivially extend the results of Theorems 11 and 13 to one-way binary communication by
ignoring the bits Bob sends.
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3 Applications: New Interactive Coding Schemes
Efficient Coding Scheme Tolerating 1/44 Fraction of Errors. In this section, we will
provide an efficient coding scheme for interactive communication over insertion-deletion
channels by first making use of large alphabet interactive channel simulation provided in
Theorem 9 to effectively transform the given channel into a simple corruption interactive
channel and then use the efficient constant-rate coding scheme of Ghaffari and Haeupler [14]
on top of the simulated channel. This will give an efficient constant-rate interactive commu-
nication over large enough constant alphabets as described in Theorem 2. We review the
following theorem of Ghaffari and Haeupler [14] before proving Theorem 2.
I Theorem 15 (Theorem 1.1 from [14]). For any constant ε > 0 and n-round protocol Π there
is a randomized non-adaptive coding scheme that robustly simulates Π against an adversarial
error rate of ρ ≤ 1/4 − ε using N = O(n) rounds, a near-linear n logO(1) n computational
complexity, and failure probability 2−Θ(n).
Proof of Theorem 2. For a given insertion-deletion interactive channel over alphabet Σ
suffering from δ fraction of edit-corruption errors, Theorem 9 enables us to simulate n −
2nδ(1 + (1 − ε′)−1) rounds of ordinary interactive channel with 2δ(5−3ε
′)
1−ε′+2ε′δ−4δ fraction of
symbol by designating log |Σsyn| bits of each symbol to index simulated channel’s symbols
with an ε′-synchronization string over Σsyn.
One can employ the scheme of Ghaffari and Haeupler [14] over the simulated channel as







4 ⇔ δ <
1
44 .
Hence, as long as δ = 1/44− ε for ε > 0, for small enough ε′ = Oε(1), the simulated channel
has an error fraction that is smaller than 1/4. Therefore, by running the efficient coding
scheme of Theorem 15 over this simulated channel one gets a constant rate coding scheme for
interactive communication that is robust against 1/44− ε fraction of edit-corruptions. Note
that this simulation requires the alphabet size to be large enough to contain synchronization
symbols (which can come from a polynomially large alphabet in terms of ε′) and also meet
the alphabet size requirements of Theorem 15. This requires the alphabet size to be Ωε(1),
i.e., a large enough constant merely depending on ε. The success probability and time
complexity are direct consequences of Theorem 15 and Theorem 6.24 from [19]. J
Efficient Coding Scheme with Near-Optimal Rate over Small Alphabets. In this section
we present another insertion-deletion interactive coding scheme that achieves near-optimal
communication efficiency as well as computation efficiency by employing a similar idea as in
Section 3.
In order to derive a rate-efficient interactive communication coding scheme over small
alphabet insertion-deletion channels, simulations described above can be used to simulate
a corruption channel and then the rate-efficient interactive coding scheme for corruption
channels introduced by Haeupler [17] can be used on top of the simulated channel.
I Theorem 16 (Interactive Coding against Block Corruption). By choosing an appropriate
block length in the Haeupler [17] coding scheme for oblivious adversaries, one obtains a robust
efficient interactive coding scheme for (δb, rb)-block corruption channel with communication
rate 1−Θ(
√
δb max {δb, 1/rb}) that works with probability 1− 2−Θ(nδb/rb).
Applying the coding scheme of Theorem 16 over the simulation from Theorem 13 implies
the following.
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I Theorem 17. For sufficiently small δ, there is an efficient interactive coding scheme over
binary insertion-deletion channels which, is robust against δ fraction of edit-corruptions by
an oblivious adversary, achieves a communication rate of 1 − Θ(
√
δ log(1/δ)), and works
with probability 1− 2−Θ(nδ).
Moreover, in the extended version, we show that this result is extendable for the fully
adversarial setup, as summarized in Theorem 3.
This insertion-deletion interactive coding scheme is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first to be computationally efficient, to have communication rate approaching one, and to
work over arbitrarily small alphabets.
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